


What are your observations 
on the phenomenology of 

sleep?
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Potential Functions of Sleep



Sleep two-process model

Figure: de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zwei-Prozess-Modell_der_Schlafregulation, Inventor: Alexander Borbély
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Picture: cardiff.imgix.net/__data/assets/image/0004/1347808/sleep-lab-participant-sleeping.jpg

Sleep EEG



Adapted from: cdn.britannica.com/77/144177-050-6E9FD92C/example-electroencephalogram-wakefulness-brain-waves-sleep.jpg
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Adapted from: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rapid_eye_movement_sleep
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Achermann et al. (2019) Oscillatory patterns in the electroencephalogram at sleep onset
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Figure: Purdon et al. (2013) Electroencephalogram signatures of loss and recoveryof consciousness from propofol
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Laureys et al. 2007 Brain function in coma, vegetative state, and related disorders.                                        Demertzi et al. 2009 Coma, Persistent Vegetative States, and Diminished 
Consciousness



Figure: Massimini et al. (2005) Breakdown of cortical effective connectivity during sleep & Ridding et al. (2007) Is there a future for therapeutic use of transcranial magnetic stimulation?
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Table adapted from: Siclari et al. 2012 Conscious experience in sleep and wakefulness

State Experience Frequency
(upon questioning)

Content

Wake
Daydreaming
(mind-wandering)

80% Thoughts, dreamlike ~25%.

REM Dreaming 71–93% Vivid, hallucinatory

NREM Dreaming 23–75%
Early NREM: thought-like and conceptual

Late NREM: vivid and hallucinatory

Sleep onset Hypnagogia 80–90%
Short static images, sequences of

disconnected frames or falling

Sleep offset Hypnopompia 13%
Floating sensations, out-of-body, 

distorted objects or sensed presence

Sleep experiences



From: Fox et al. (2013) Dreaming as mind wandering: evidence from functional neuroimaging and first-person content reports & Schredl (2010)

REM dreams
based on 4000 (lab and home) dream reports



From: Oudiette (2012) Dreaming without REM sleep

Dreams



Nielsen (2000) A review of mentation in REM and NREM sleep: “Covert” REM sleep as a possible reconciliation of two opposing models

Sleep experiences



Do some of these findings 
match up with your 

experience?



What could they indicate for 
consciousness research?



“Everybody knows what consciousness is:
it is what vanishes every night when we
fall into a dreamless sleep and reappears
when we wake up or when we dream.”
Giulio Tononi

Negative definition of
consciousness is

problematic



Is reporting a peaceful sleep 
hinting at a qualia of deep 

relaxation?



Is there a qualia of 
nothingness, in other words 
is there a “How it feels to be 

contentless”?



Classical Indian Debate

Naiyāyikas

Inferential cognition

Consciousness is an 
object dependent state

Advaita Vedanta

memory of a state

Consciousness is not 
necessarily dependent on 

there being objects

„It was a peacefull sleep without knowing any content“

In depth discussion: Thompson (2014) Dreamless Sleep, the Embodied Mind, and Consciousness 



Which methods do you 
propose to study the 

phenomenology of sleep?



Can having no 
consciousness be detected 

going beyond 
unresponsiveness and 

getting no reports?



• Asking different questions
“[Is there] anything you were feeling just 
before waking up.” 
Evan Thompson

• Expressing it non-verbally
e.g. making music, drawing, gesturing,…

• Tailoring the awakening process
Gentle awakening while keeping
movement at a minimum



Braid et al. (2019) The cognitive neuroscience of lucid dreaming, see Steven Laberge

• Gaining meta-consciousness

“often when one is asleep, 
there is something in 
consciousness which 
declares that what then 
presents itself is but a 
dream”
- Aristotle



“If you fall into a deeper sleep with the 
clear light [i.e. lucid] awareness, there will 
be no grasping or conceptualization at 
all, and it will be the experience of deep 
meditative equipoise on the nature of 
emptiness which is the nature of clear 
light”
Gyatrul Rinpoche

• Gaining meta-consciousness



Figure: Braid et al. (2019) The cognitive neuroscience of lucid dreaming, first shown by Steven LaBerge

• Gaining meta-consciousness



Voss et al. (2009) Lucid Dreaming: A State of Consciousness with Features of Both Waking and Non-Lucid Dreaming

• Gaining meta-consciousness

Wake (eyes closed) Lucid Dream REM Sleep

Gamma activity (~ 40 Hz)



Ferrarelli et al. (2013) Experienced mindfulness meditatorsexhibit higher parietal-occipital EEG gamma activityduring NREM sleep

• Gaining meta-consciousness

Hours of Meditation Practice



Stumbrys and Erlacher (2016) Mindfulness and Lucid Dream Frequency Predicts the Ability to Control Lucid Dreams

• Gaining meta-consciousness



Do some of you know lucid 
states during sleep?



The Blackwell 
Companion to 
Consciousness

Evan Thompson
Waking Dreaming 

Being

Caroline Horton
Discontinuity vs

Continuity


